
The only safe choice is to quit 
completely. And here’s how:

Try the write stuff
Write down your most important personal 
reason to quit. Is it to regain control of your 
life and health? To set a good example for 
your children? Personal motivation is a key 
predictor of success in quitting smoking, 
and keeping a personal record of that 
motivation helps many smokers quit.

Avoid the triggers
To be successful at quitting, you have to 
avoid or even leave situations that trigger 
the urge to light up. That includes social 
gatherings where smoking is permitted, 
restaurants, and maybe even your morning 
coffee.

Don’t worry about your waistline
Weight gain is a realistic concern, but you 
should keep this concern in perspective. 
About one in three smokers gain weight 
when they quit, but 90 percent of them 
actually lose that weight within a year or 
two. Meanwhile, two in three either lose 
weight (usually by starting an exercise 
program) or stay at the same weight.

Get with a program
Following a regimen from a smoking 
cessation program offers you a better 
chance at success. You can get information 
from these national agencies:

■   Agency for Health Care Research and 
Quality at www.ahrq.gov

■   American Cancer Society at  
www.cancer.org

At Aetna,‡ we believe there 
is nothing more important 
than your health. That’s 
why we’re pleased to bring 
you information to help 
you take an active role in 
the management of your 
health.

You can stop smoking

If you smoke, it’s never too late to get the 
benefits of stopping. The day after you quit, 
your heart already starts to recover. Your 
risk of heart disease will drop dramatically 
within the first two years after kicking the 
habit. According to the American Lung 
Association, a two-pack-a-day smoker is at 
double the risk of heart disease compared 
with nonsmokers. However, for people who 
quit smoking, the amount of heart risk that 
is added by smoking can be lowered by 
one-half within a year.

So how do you do it? It is not 
recommended for you to reduce your habit 
only by smoking fewer cigarettes, because 
studies have suggested that smokers who 
are permitted less frequent cigarettes end 
up smoking each cigarette more deeply 
(and to a shorter butt), so total nicotine 
intake does not decrease. Switching to 
low-tar, low-nicotine cigarettes has also 
not been shown to be a helpful strategy: 
By inhaling more deeply, smokers can get 
as much nicotine (and tar) out of a low-
nicotine cigarette as from a regular one. 

For your health
Smoking Cessation 

■   American Heart Association at  
www.americanheart.org

■   American Lung Association at  
www.lungusa.org

■   Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) Office on Smoking 
and Health at www.cdc.gov/tobacco 

■   National Cancer Institute (NCI) at 
www.nci.nih.gov
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Visit your personal self-service 
member website online!

Your secure Aetna Navigator® member 
website is available 24 hours a day,  
7 days a week. Use it to perform common 
transactions involving your Aetna medical, 
dental, prescription drug or flexible spending 
account (FSA) plans. You can send a secure 
email to Aetna Member Services, access 
claims, who’s covered, and general health 
information as well as decision-support 
tools. Log in to the Aetna Navigator site at 
www.aetna.com.

Also on Aetna Navigator — online 
Explanation of Benefits (EOB) 
statements! You can turn off paper EOB 
statements in favor of viewing them on your 
personal member website. View your EOB 
statements online and enjoy the convenience 
of secure electronic record keeping while 
you aid the environment, reduce excess mail 
and clear away piles of paper. Simply visit 
your Aetna Navigator member website at 
www.aetna.com and change your Personal 
Profile U.S. Mail options to “Turn Off Paper.”

‡�Aetna�is�the�brand�name�used�for�products�and�services�provided�by�one�or�more�of�the�
Aetna�group�of�subsidiary�companies.�The�Aetna�companies�that�offer,�underwrite�or�
administer� benefits� coverage� include:� Aetna� Health� Inc.,� Aetna� Health� of� California�
Inc.,� Aetna� Health� of� the� Carolinas� Inc.,� Aetna� Health� of� Illinois� Inc.,� Aetna� Health�
Insurance�Company�of�New�York,�Aetna�Health�Insurance�Company�and/or�Aetna�Life�
Insurance�Company�(Aetna).
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